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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Open' competition.

We get a 2-Fer this month...

Longtime club members Joe Bonita and Cliff 
Lawson will both be presenting on Program 
night this month.

Make sure you are at that meeting to soak up 
Joe’s knowledge of travel challenges and 
opportunities AND learn how Cliff gets those 
amazing images for his Veteran’s Project.

Featured Article

Since our competition subject is Shadows this 
month let’s learn how to best use them in our 
photos. Read more here...

 

Reminder: If you have not paid your dues for 2020 go do it NOW. Hit the Membership page on the 
website, grab the PDF, and “Git ‘er Done!!”
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Our Mission
The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is  to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and mastery of 
photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings
Meetings are held the Second Friday & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Our meeting place is Lone Tree Civic Center, 
8527 Lone Tree Pkwy, in Lone Tree.  Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and will end by 9:00 PM after we breakdown 
the chairs and tables in the room. Get a Google Map by clicking here. 

Little Deuce Coupe by Dan Greenberg
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Importance Lurks In The Shadows

By Russ Burden

When you create a composition, use shadows to draw the viewer’s eye to the subject

Shadows make up the dark and very dark portions of an image. When post-processing, the blacks and 
contrast sliders are utilized to open them up or tone them down. Although they can be completely void 
of any detail whatsoever, at times they’re an integral part of an image. When you create a composition, 
it’s essential you’re aware of them as shadows draw the viewer’s eye. Highlights do the same and can be 
very distracting. If the blackened positions of the shadows don’t add interest, your image will be glanced 
over quickly.

Shadows can be beneficial to make brighter parts of the composition pop. When a lit subject is offset 
against a dark shadow, the subject stands out prominently. The resulting photo will be much more three 
dimensional because anytime a bright tone is placed in front of a dark tone, it provides layering. If that 
same subject was juxtaposed against an illuminated area, a tone merger occurs and the subject simply 
blends in to the background as opposed to standing out.

Orange Dunes Of Namibia

The deep black shadows are very graphic and 
command an equal amount of attention as the illu-
minated section of the dunes. They help create a 
pattern that’s a key component of the photo. The 
other aspect is the balance in the composition. The 
right side of the dunes are compositionally much 
heavier in weight because of their height. The tree 
in the lower left is key as it draws attention based 
on the light. The tree is illuminated and the area 
behind it is solid black. It becomes three dimen-
sional. If the dune behind the tree received the 
same illumination as the bight dune areas, the tree 
wouldn’t have graphic impact.

Winter Tree In Yellowstone

This photo was made not long after the sun rose 
above the horizon. As a result, the sidelight is 
strong and creates long shadows. The frost on the 
tree was a bonus as was the depth of snow in the 
year this image was made. The contour of snow on 
the landform in the background is an integral part 
of the composition despite the fact it’s not the 
most exciting formation in the photo. The shadow 
of the tree leads the viewer to the edge of the 
right side of the image. As the eye traverses from 
left to right, it also scans what’s above and below 
the shadow line. As a result, the indentation in the 
snow becomes more important as do the tiny ar-
eas of vegetation that have their heads poking out 
of the deep snow. 
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Side-Lit Rhino

I LOVE the Ngorongoro Crater for many reasons, 
one of which is there are black rhinos that are per-
manent inhabitants, and they provide a great op-
portunity to see and photograph in the open. The 
image of the one seen here was made very early in 
the day as the sun crested the top of the crater. It 
wasn’t until he turned his head toward me that I 
got excited for two reasons. The lesser being he 
now made eye contact. I always tell the partici-
pants on my safaris to make sure there’s a connec-
tion with you and the animal. To have the animal 
face you is better than if it looks away. The more 
important reason I got excited was due to the 
shadow his two mature horns cast across his body. 
The echo of the horns on his snout that cast a 
shadow on his side provided an additional dimen-
sion to the photo. I find myself studying the shad-
owed horns more than the ones on his head.

Spider Web

The shadow in the image of the spider web is criti-
cal. Every droplet of water sparkles like a diamond. 
The water drops pop due to the extreme contrast 
between them and the dark background. If the 
background was illuminated, the image would 
have no impact. Light was falling on the spider web 
but not on what was behind it. This produced the 
perfect lighting scenario. I couldn’t have asked for 
more accommodating illumination. The one aspect 
that had to be considered was exposure. The back-
ground is dark. This tells the meter to add a lot of 
light. Had I simply gone by what the meter said 
was proper, every droplet of water would be 
grossly overexposed. As a result, I dialed in 1 1/2 
stops of minus compensation. This brought the 
highlights on the histogram to where they needed 
to live.

Zion Sunrise

The image of the row of trees under the red rock 
monolith falls into the category of a silhouette, 
but because a silhouette is a shadow totally bereft 
of detail, it qualifies. The row of vegetation has a 
definitive outline and is easily recognizable, there-
fore it works. In post processing, I moved the 
black slider to the left to totally remove all detail 
as there was some in the RAW file. The impor-
tance of the shadow in this photo is it provides a 
base, gives the background formation scale, cre-
ates contrast and establishes a sense of place.

(All photos in this article © Copyright Russ Burden)
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Program & Competition Meetings

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

02/14/20 Program – Joe Bonita – Travel to 
7 Continents
Cliff Lawson – Veterans Project

02/26/20 Subject – Shadows

03/13/20 Program – Photographing in 
Antarctica & Focus Stacking by 
Bob Dean

03/25/20 Subject – Open

04/10/20 Program – Off the Beaten Path 
by Joseph Roybal

04/22/20 Subject – Workers/People at Work

04/29/20 Member Critique Meeting

February 14 Program with Joe and Cliff

Lucky Us!!  We get a Two-fer!!

Joe will be discussing Travel to 7 Continents.

Joe’s program will present photos he has taken outside the U.S. in every continent over the past 25 
years. It will feature images from both well known areas and from more out-of-the-way places like 
Bhutan, the Galapagos, Patagonia, Antarctica and Iceland.

He will also provide information and advice on travel planning and equipment for those places.

Cliff will be talking about his Veteran’s Project

Cliff’s presentation will showcase many of his award-winning veteran portraits and the accompanying 
stories for several of the individuals. He will also share some of his techniques that give those images 
such a distinctive look.

This Month's Competition is Shadows

The official definition - “A shadow is a dark shape on a lighter surface that is made when something stands be-
tween a light source and the surface. The shadow must be the primary subject of the image. The cause of the 
shadow may be included in the image, but it should not be dominant. The size of the shadow may comprise 
most of the image or just a part of it. The use of post-processing software to create shadows is not allowed, but  
is allowed to edit the image. Silhouettes will be disqualified – they are not shadows.“

Do note the last 2 lines! Make sure you follow the subject definition.

Judge will be John Harris

If you need the Competition Entry forms or the template for the stick-on labels, you can get both from the Focus website 
on the Competition Rules page.
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January ‘Open’ Competition Results

Media Artist Image Title Score

f5.6 Color Color William Williams Tuscan Dawn 9

Digital Color Terry Hanford Whoo Are You? 9

f8 Digital B&W Clifford Stockdill Fishy Fishy 9

B&W Clifford Stockdill Home through the snow 10

f11 Digital Color Sam Alexander Home for Lunch 9

Color Bill Dickson Standing Tall Over Nashville 9

Color Ally Green Log jam 9

B&W Susan Haffke Mexican Winery 9

Color Gwen Paton Little Greek boy 9

B&W Shawn Slade Dizzy Yet 9

B&W Shawn Slade In the Dead of Winter 9

Color Lucius Ashby Final Approach 10

B&W Victoria Ashby From Time Past 10

B&W Ally Green Footsteps in the sand 10

Color Dave Hull Walking Through Wonderland 10

B&W Gwen Paton Front Porch 10

f16 Color Color Danny Lam Sunset at Dead Horse Point 9

Color Oz Pfenninger Earth in Turmoil 9

Color Gary Witt Danube Castle 9

Color Gary Witt To Grandmother's House We Go 9

Color Danny Lam Dead Valley Color Palette 10

Digital Color Brian Donovan Mom And The Twins 9

Color Dan Greenberg Broad-billed Motmot 9

Color Todd Lytle Five Gallons Full 9

B&W Mary Paetow Line Dancing 9

Color Oz Pfenninger Red Ghost 9

Color Ronald Schaller Portland Head Light 9

Color Leander Urmy 4014 Big Boy 9

Color Leander Urmy Zebra Abstract Portrait 9

Color Travis Broxton me cas su casa 10

Color Travis Broxton a case of bluballs 10

Color Brian Donovan Serious Fishing 10

Color Dan Greenberg Little Deuce Coupe 10

Color Butch Mazzuca American Bald Eagle 10

Color Butch Mazzuca Cat on a Mission 10

Color Oz Pfenninger On The Hunt 10

Color Gwen Piña This River Rocks! 10

Monochrome B&W Joe Bonita Cooking Utensils 9

B&W Danny Lam Wet Salt Flats 9

B&W Travis Broxton Spin Class 10
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Judge for the competition was John Kieffer. See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.

Remember to send your winning Print images to Webmaster@FocusColorado.com for the online galleries. 
And please use the same naming conventions and image sizes as we do for Digital Submissions.

Photo Contests

KingBirder – Everybody Duck!

Do you have a passion for birding and photography? Why not share your birding photographs with the 
world with a chance to win serious cash prizes? The theme for the inaugural contest focuses on water-
fowl. Photos of ducks, geese, and/or swans will be eligible for this contest. 

Note: Their rules say “Photos must be taken and submitted within the contest time period.” so you can’t 
go digging thru your archive for submissions. Gotta go shoot something new.

Deadline: March 31, 2020

Visit the KingBirder website for submission and prize info.

C4FAP - Portraits 2020

All capture types, photographic genres, and photographic processes are eligible for selection.

JUROR: Paula Tognarelli

Paula Tognarelli is the Executive Director and Curator of the Griffin Museum of Photography. The Grif-
fin Museum of Photography located in Winchester outside Boston, Massachusetts, is a nonprofit pho-
tography museum whose mission is to promote an appreciation of photographic art and a broader un-
derstanding of its visual, emotional and social impact.

Deadline: March 15, 2020

Visit the C4FAP website for info about this call for entries.
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Home for Lunch by Sam Alexander

American Bald Eagle by Butch Mazzuca
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Local Photo Opps & Events

Wild Eagles at Barr Lake

Class at Mike’s Camera and 2 days of shooting at 
Barr Lake.

The art of capturing bald eagles in their natural 
habitat is always an exciting challenge. Join pho-
tographer Winn Robbins on an early morning ad-
venture to the shores of Barr Lake State Park in 
Brighton, CO. The park is a nesting spot as well as a 
haven for up to 30 bald eagles every winter, making 
it an ideal location for viewing and photographing 
these majestic birds in the wild. While wild animal 
photography can be a challenge, the satisfaction of 
a well executed shot can be worth all the time and 
trouble. With this new class from Mike’s Camera, you will learn to embrace the challenge and take your 
wild bird photography to the next level.

Lecture: Thursday, February 27th, 6:30pm-8:30pm @ Mike's Camera Boulder
Shoot: Saturday, February 29th, 6:30am @ Barr Lake State Park
Shoot: Sunday, March 1st, 6:30am @ Barr Lake State Park
Critique: Thursday, March 5th, 6:30pm-8:30pm @ Mike's Camera Boulder

Visit the event page on Mike’s Camera site to register for this class and shooting trip.

Ice Racing in Georgetown

Our Gang 4 Wheelers is an ice racing club whose 
volunteers have been holding ice races in Colorado 
for 44 years! You'll find us out on Georgetown Lake 
in the beautiful Rocky Mountains in Colorado. Our 
season spans 5 weekends through January and 
February.

Next event is February 22/23. 

Visit the Our Gang Ice Racing website for schedules 
and be sure to read the Spectator rules.

Monte Vista 37th Annual Crane Festival

You can enjoy thousands of Sandhill Cranes, ducks, 
and geese flying against a backdrop of mountain 
scenery. Raptors will adorn the power poles and 
owls will be sitting with their young. 
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Serious Fishing by Brian Donovan

In the Dead of Winter by Shawn Slade
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A visit to the Monte Vista Crane Festival is an opportunity to see an amazing natural spectacle as well as 
experience a unique rural community.

From March 6 – 8

Visit the Festival website for info, schedules, directions, etc.

One day photo workshops are available for $125/day and limited to 10 participants per day.

Frame #37

A collection of extra tidbits discovered during the past few weeks.

— Do you understand all those symbols, numbers and speeds on your memory cards? Get a better 
understanding here and make sure you’re buying the proper types of cards for your photos and video.

— They thought they were making a reasonable request. But the reality is no wedding photographer is 
going to shoot for “exposure” no matter how detailed the “pitch” is.

— 40MP, Monochrome only, quietest shutter ever, what’s not to like? The new Leica M10 Monochrom 
has been announced. And $8295 for a body seems reasonable, right? (Yikes!!)

Balance of light is the problem, not the amount. Balance 
between shadows and highlights determines where the 
emphasis goes in the picture...make sure the major light in 
a picture falls at right angles to the camera.

–  Elliott Erwitt
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From Time Past by Victoria Ashby

Walking Through Wonderland by Dave Hull
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